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Newsletter of the Home Wing of Van’s Air Force — Builders and Fliers of Van’s RV Series Aircraft

80 RVs Land at 8th Annual
Northwest RV Fly-in!

M

ore than 80 RVs were counted this year at our annual fly-in held June 19th at Scappoose. This is
about 20 more than any previous year! The Blackjack
Squadron arrived in formation again and did several very
nice formation flybys. Their formation landing breaks
(probably the wrong terminology) were especially impressive.
There was also a four-ship contingent from Idaho, all
painted in very similar red, black and white paint
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force

schemes. Van showed up with many of his crew, as did
his brothers Stan and Jerry in their RV-6A and -4, respectively.
Janet and the kids did another great job of getting
everyone fed. The T-shirts were a big success — Randall
printed 140 this year and still sold them all out. Our fearless Fly-In leader Don Wentz Of The Pink Hat kept everything running smoothly, and of course there were lots
(Continued on page 3)
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EAA CHAPTER 105 Pancake Breakfast:

Events Calendar
Meeting coordinator:
Randall Henderson
503-297-5045
randall@edt.com

MONTHLY MEETING:
2nd Thursday of every month at various locations, 7:00
pm.

First Saturday of every month at Twin Oaks Airpark,
8:00 am, $4.00 (always lot’s of RVs to look at too!)
This month: 7/3/99

EAA CHAPTER 105 Monthly Meeting:
Third Thursday of every month at the EAA 105 hangar/
clubhouse, Twin Oaks Airpark, 7:00 pm
This month: 7/15/99

This month: 7/8/99
The July meeting will be at Chris Lund's house, where he
is just starting on his RV-6A finish kit. Chris also has a
Bart LaLonde (Aero Sport Power) O-360.

Directions:
From Portland: Take Hwy 26 to the
Dawson Creek/Helvetia Road exit and
turn left/south. Follow until it dead ends
and turn right on Cornell. HIO should
be on your right. Don't stop to look at
Ken Scott's new fantastic paint job - he's at Chris and
Cheryl's house. Follow Cornell west for about 1 mile and
as it turns south look for Jackson St. Turn right and follow to 9th Street. Turn left on ninth and park on the right
by the tennis courts. Chris' house is on the north east corner of ninth and Jackson. The garage is in back.
From Van's: From Hwy 26 turn south on Glencoe Rd.,
the North Plains exit. Follow to Jackson Street (you are
now on 1st St.). Turn left on Jackson St. and follow to
9th. Turn Right and park on the right side of the road.
The house will be on the north/east side of ninth and
Jackson.
Address: 903 NE Jackson St., Hillsboro, OR 503-6938984

Tentative future meeting schedule:
August:
September:
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Randy Lervold, RV-8
Calin Brabandt, RV-6 @ HIO airport

A Bit of Nostalgia
When I made my decision to build an RV one of the significant factors was the active builder’s community.
Home Wing member Mike Graves was surfing in the archives of the RV List and sent me this e-mail…
...Randy
Randy,
I was looking through the RV-List archives and
found this blast from the past, posted by Don
Wentz circa 1990! Look how far we've come
since those days.....
“We had our first get-together to talk about
forming a Portland Area RV-builders group.
It was great, I got many good inputs on my
project and reassuring assessments of the
work I had completed thus far (Ken Scott
looked-over my HS spars. His comment:
"good workmanship, I'd fly in that airplane"). He also demonstrated bucking rivets, and let some guys there who hadn't actually tried it yet drive some. We are now
officially a group, and are volunteering at
the homecoming this Friday as members.
Are any of you going to make it?”
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of Home Wing members working on parking, set-up, food, and all
the other things that it takes to put something like this together.

Thanks everyone for another great
fly-in!
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The Mike Seager Program

Also known as Yeeeea - Haaaa!
By Bill & Kathy Peck

W

e just got back from spending some time in the
North Plains area flying with Mike Seager in
Van's RV-6A (N666RV). What a great deal! I absolutely
believe that spending this time and money was every bit
as valuable as the money spent directly on hardware
from Van himself. Almost everyone reading this list
agrees with me that sending money to Van's Aircraft
beats any other way to spend it on airplanes, in terms of
what you pay for what you get (if not, why ARE you
subscribing???!!!)
Specifically, Kathy and I spent parts of two days
(3.9 "billable hours" in three sessions for me, 2.8 in two
sessions for Kathy) with Mike getting some familiarization training in the -6A. Van and Mike have conspired
(with the FAA) to make this service available to RV customers to increase thier likelihood of success in that critical early flight period (especially the first one!). If you're
already flying a Thorp T-18, Lancair, Glasair, etc.,
you're probably already used to the type of performance
that an RV provides. If, however, you're like Kathy and
me and all previous experience is in spam cans like the
Cherokee and 152/172, hark an ear...
What we got for our money: Mike took us out and
introduced us to the plane (climb, cruise, maneuvering
flight, turns, stalls, etc. - classic BFR and/or transition
training for any new/different plane), then we headed for
the airport (Scappoose, OR in my case) to see what it's
like in the pattern. We spent a major portion of our time
with him in the pattern, learning how to get the plane on/
off the ground safely and smoothly. At this point in time,
I feel much more confident that I can handle our plane
when it's ready for that first flight.
The RV-6A is every bit as good an airplane to fly as
is claimed. (Hearsay says this is true of the entire RV
family - I believe it, just can't state it from my own experience...!) The plane is very predictable, very easy to
control, and overall a total gas to fly (hence the universal
RV grin from pilots!). Although sometimes you start
wondering after reading some of the messages on this
list, it also obeys every one of the same laws/rules/
principles of physics and aerodynamics that the Cessper/
Pissna's do. This is both good and bad (balance is far to
the good side...). At the same time, while aerodynamics
say it has to share a lot of flight characteristics with it's
ancestors, there are also differences that can catch you
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napping, especially if you haven't "flown with Mike".
Biggest difference between the RV and a Cherokee:
THINGS CAN CHANGE QUICKLY! The RV whips
Piper/Cessna specs in terms of dimensions, weights,
power loading, roll and pitch rates, etc. That's why we've
all bought (or are buying, or are considering buying)
these experimental aircraft - to be able to enjoy higher
performance for our dollars than we can get in the certified world. Sliding the throttle forward to start the takeoff roll (even uphill on Van's wet/soft grass strip) causes
you to get squished back in the seat WAY more than a
Cherokee can do. This is just a hint of what's in store
through the whole flight. Speed reductions happen faster,
too (partly due to the constant speed prop on N666RV,
but not entirely). If you reduce power on downwind, then
don't pay attention to airspeed/descent rate/power setting,
you can find yourself playing with the bottom of the
green/white arcs on the airspeed indicator much sooner
than this could happen in a C-172. To give you an idea
of how this is manifested overall, I usually figure on
about 6 minutes per lap of the pattern if I'm doing touch
& go practice in our Cherokee. I think the average time
was closer to 4 minutes in the RV, and that includes stop
& goes instead of touch & goes! Like I said - things
CHANGE quickly! The same processes are used, but
you don't get as much time to dawdle around noticing
that you need to correct a "drift", be it attitude, position,
or speed. Fortunately, though, any variance can be corrected very quickly and easily - if you pay attention, this
aircraft can fly like it's on rails and under computer control.
As far as Mike's personality and credentials go, he's
the guy you'd pick if you did a search for flight instructors using the suggestions in articles in Plane & Pilot,
Flying, etc. He's technically a good pilot, has been instructing for a lot of hours, loves flying (and is infectious
about it!), is very methodical, and at least for me, HE
CAN DESCRIBE WHAT HE WANTS IN WORDS
THAT I UNDERSTAND! I've worked with coaches/
instructors in the past (not always in aviation) that just
didn't have the communication knack that is the difference between an expert and an expert instructor. He's patient, allows minor "learning experiences" (as long as
they're not going to hurt us or the hardware), and is constantly positive in his outlook and critique of recent
events. He also keeps after a point until you convince
him that you at least know what the correct procedure is,
and can demonstrate it with reasonable skill and consistency. (I had trouble getting the sight picture, timing, and
(Continued on page 5)
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control inputs correct in the landing flare - I know I was
driving Mike nuts, but he kept with it. The last session, I
finally pulled it together and got a couple of acceptable
touchdowns. Now that I know what needs to happen, I
feel pretty good about doing it alone in a few months
when the time comes...)
Mike doesn't consider this flight training to be his
primary profession - he owns another business that is his
first responsibility. I'm personally hoping that he and
Van are both successful enough that he can make a
choice - can he be successful and have more fun by delegating/selling the "other" job so that he can put more
time into teaching us to fly RV's?
I'm certainly glad that Van and Mike have seen fit to
make this opportunity available to us. I really believe
that having done this (especially the landings!) will make
my chance of success much better on the "Big Day" for
N110KB, the -6A that Kathy and I are working on. Neither one of them can be getting rich from this process the cost was only $70/hr, which included Mike's time
AND the RV-6A (with fuel). This is pretty close to what
I was paying for instructor and C-172 rental during my
primary training a couple years ago. There aren't many
opportunities to get experience like this - while a lot of
RV'ers are willing to let you take the stick for a while at
altitude, even those who are CFI's are understandably
reluctant to let you actually do the approach and LAND!
I heartily recommend to any and all that you take advantage of this opportunity - who knows, if there's enough
demand, Van might even see fit to open flight training
centers around the country (Mike already takes the -6 on
tour a couple times a year - I think he's in Texas this
week or next, on the way to Sun & Fun). (Realistically,
the logistics could be a nightmare - by using the factory
prototypes, Van also has the R & D staff do the maintenance, mods, etc. on these planes - he gets pretty good
use/value from them, and has a chance to keep a close
eye on them. If a plane doing this job weren't based in
North Plains, it would be a lot tougher to keep it in the
kind of condition that these are.)
In closing: Mike S., thanks again for working with
us. Scott McDaniels — could you please pass on our
thanks to your boss for going to the trouble to make this
possible to us (with the FAA and with his equipment!).
Bill & Kathy Peck
RV grins refreshed!

Sun-N-Fun ’99
By Kevin and Ellen Lane
Without a doubt the group’s most prolific RV traveler is Kevin Lane. He has put more than 450 hours on
his RV-6A in only two years. Fortunately for us he also
has a knack for recording his cross country treks.
I don’t know about you, but reading Kevin’s travelogues, and of course fantasizing about my own, helps
keep me going through those long months (years) of
building. Thanks, Kevin, for allowing us to travel along
with you.
...ed

I

had been waiting weeks for our Sun-N-Fun departure
day, 4/8, dreaming of hot, rain-free days spent browsing through dusty rows of homebuilts. The weather,
though, had other plans. I called Van’s on Wednesday
and found out that Van also planned to leave on Thursday. By Thursday morning the weather looked really
bad. I decided to bail out and vowed to be ready a day
early next year after hearing several WXBRIEF guys say
“you should have left Wednesday”.
Thursday morning by 10 AM they had a PIREP
from an experimental just south of The Dalles, “freezing
rain and icing from surface to 3,500’”. The guys at Vans
laughed at my inquiry, “Van doesn’t do PIREPS”.
It was hard to stay put but I did receive a fax from
the Bahamas finally granting us permission to fly into
their country. Friday was beautiful with high ceilings.
We sailed clear to Vegas before we started east, stopping
in Sedona for fuel. Their airport is on the top of a butte
with very impressive stone pillars defining base and final
turns. The cross winds had the sock straight out. The
runway drops off hundreds of feet to the valley on all
sides. I had been flying in some rain a week earlier and
despite having a drip leg in the pitot line it was now frozen shut. So we have no airspeed indicator, not a lot of
fuel, strong cross wind, aft loading at full payload, high
altitudes, and a wife who fortunately doesn’t know any
better. This is why you fly the 40 hours off. I attempted
to take a picture. The battery in the camera died. Actually my landing was fine. I do love that nose gear and it’s
inherent stability.
Out of Sedona the tail winds picked up. At 2,100
rpm we showed 220 mph ground speed. That’s close to
50 knots. I want a plane that will do 220 all the time.
(Continued on page 6)
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We’ve learned that the best airports seem to be the
little ones so we landed at Belen, NM to end our first
day. We had brought camping gear with us but the promise of freezing temps and howling winds ruled that out
for tonight. The AOPA guide listed 4 motels. We called
from a unlit pay phone in the middle of a field, shivering.
One place the night clerk didn’t have the authority to
come pick us up at the airport. She was going to call her
manager and get back with us. The next was out of service, the next didn’t answer. “OK, down to last choice,
call ‘The Hub’”. What a name, no doubt a fleabag motel.
Priscilla said she’d be right down and to look for a Volvo
wagon. Indeed, she did drive a Volvo, a new one, in fact,
with a leather interior. Her husband who died a year ago
used to dream about flying and liked to go to the airport
and watch planes.

Frequent flyers Kevin and Ellen Lane flash
a smile from the flightline alongside N3773.
Our room had handmade quilts on the beds. This was
a $36 per night room. One of the maids called on the
phone, turns out she had friends from where my wife
grew up. Too much.
Saturday we crossed Santa Rosa, Childress, Texarkana, and on to visit relatives in Birmingham. We also
had promised to visit friends in Pensacola so that was but
an 1.1 hour trip. We got a late start the next morning and
were halfway to Lakeland when Ellen realized that
Pensacola is in the Central time zone. There was no way
that we were going to make the 2 o’clock field closing at
SNF. Cedar Key is right on the coast and looked like a
good place to blow an afternoon. Another 172 landed and
we shared a short taxi ride into town. Did you know that
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seven people can comfortably fit in a Checker? Judy was
the driver and had a transceiver in her taxi tuned to UNICOM. Her rates were whatever the riders thought was
fair. So we watched the pelicans, walked around town,
had lunch, and commented on how unusual it was in our
fast paced lives to “waste” an afternoon.
We stayed that night with a friend’s parents whose
retirement community is literally at the end of the runway
at Winter Haven, the next airport over from Lakeland
(where Seager gives the demo rides). I had never been in
a double-wide before and being a carpenter was leery.
On the inside it was actually very nice with an open floor
plan and cathedral ceilings. A double-wide and a big
hangar, hmmm, going to take a lot of spousal convincing.
We decided to drive to SNF the first day rather than
fly over as originally planned. It was pretty much like
last year, vendors even get the same locations. Little
changes; Vans posted a bigger number flying, the Sonex
now had 6 cylinders, the Cirrus is now certificated, and
many things the same like sunshine that could fry you.
Damn, that felt good. Last year Brian and I camped on
the field. This year Ellen and I were given the master
bedroom and the Accord and fed real meals.
The food at SNF is particularly bad. I’d never seen
corn on the cob ruined before. The next day the air show
got a late start. Seems a twin engine Baron landed short
instead of long as instructed and the 172 was just taxiing
out on to the runway and, well, you wouldn’t have believed that a wing spar would curl up like that, a perfect
3’ diameter roll. It chopped the tail cone off too. No one
apparently got hurt too badly. Ellen decided that it was a
good idea to just drive over each day.
My heart wasn’t really into SNF, so after just two
days we headed off for the Bahamas. We picked up life
preservers at Lantana. They didn’t have rafts for rent and
the rule is 100 nm from land before required( like yeh, I
could swim 60 nm but not 100 nm!) Bimini is 60 nm
from West Palm Beach. I had plans of maintaining glide
distance as much as possible on the flight out to the islands. When the holes started closing up we dove below
and leveled out at 1,400’. So much for glide, time to believe in probabilities, Van, and Lycoming. Bimini was
that incredible Caribbean blue green. We circled the island and headed off to sea again towards Freeport. We
had departed 15 minutes before the time stated in our
flight plan.
“Hey, let’s fly around the outer cays of the Abacos
before landing in Marsh Harbour.” Bahamian rules require an hour’s advance notice before entering their
(Continued on page 7)
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country. Since it is but an 80
nm trip we took a less than
straight line route. Just as we
set down in Marsh Harbour
Miami Center came on the
radio looking for N3773.
Turns out, dahh, they use
elapsed time and I was 20
minutes overdue. It was nice
to know they paid attention I
guess. Customs was a joke.
No one looked at the plane
with it’s 12” numbers, no one
looked at our luggage. They
do like the forms however. I
saw no indication of checking
about my experimental status
and the permission supposedly
required for entry. I certainly
Hopetown, The Bahamas
wasn’t going to say anything.
Marsh Harbour was OK, but
mum over land. Flying back through the ADIZ we were
not unlike Florida. Our room wasn’t available the next
given a squawk code and flew into West Palm Beach benight so we found one out in Hope Town on Elbow Cay.
cause Lantana isn’t a port of entry. US customs there
Here we found what we had hoped for.
mostly wanted to see that sticker, nothing else. And yes,
The historic town had a main street all of 8’ wide.
we closed our flight plan this time before they came lookThe resort had fat-tired cruiser bikes and we toured the
ing. Back at Lantana I had a fight with the SOB’s at the
entire 5 miles of island. We stayed three more days,
flight school. They charged me $56 to rent two $12 life
spending one snorkeling (“remember, don’t touch the
jackets and wouldn’t sell them to me. Unfortunately I had
coral or the moray eels”), drinking (honest, one patron
left my tent and sleeping bags with them so wasn’t in
had a parrot on his shoulder), and diving for sand dollars
(Continued on page 8)
and sand biscuits. We ate lots of seafood like grouper,
conch, and even turtle once.
The Abacos have no underground water and use cisterns.
It hadn’t rained there since
Christmas. Guess what happens when the couple from the
land of 141 contiguous days
of rain visit? I noticed a house
that had its roof entirely
stripped off the previous day.
“no worry, man, no rain since
Christmas” No tarps either!
Leaving the Abacos we
circled the outer cays for
some photo opps. When you
didn’t bring your telephoto
lens you just have to improvise. Hey, it says 2,000’ miniKevin does Flight Simulator in real life… Meigs Field, Chicago.
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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much of a bargaining position. That night was with Ellen’s sister in Raleigh-Durham, the next at the nations
oldest airport, College Park in DC, where the Wright
Bros. set up production. Then on to parents in Columbus, OH, some Young Eagle rides to a high school
buddy’s kids and on to Palwaukee, IL. We flew up the
lakeshore right over Meigs Field (see Microsoft flt sim)
and past downtown. It was Sunday and there was no
other traffic. I checked with flight following that I was
on their radar and if it really was OK to fly there. Palwaukee was very busy however and the controller was
just about to have a breakdown. It is very strange and
scary when a controller starts blaming others for mistakes and forgetting traffic whereabouts, especially 5
miles from O’Hare.
Sunday the weather was not looking good but we
felt we had to get some miles in. By Hettinger, ND it
was approaching IFR. My engine was starting to show a
400 rpm drop on the right mag. I decided to call it a
day. A crop duster in his turbine Thrush did too.
“Another RV just went through here 2 hours earlier, the
factory 8A”. Bill, you scud-runner you. Had we gotten
another 50 miles to Mile City we could have left the
next day. In Hettinger at least the decision was easy,
ceilings 100’, visibility .2 miles. A good day to check
the mags.
The mechanic, Mike, at the ag spray shop helped
me debug what was going on. Turns out the gasket that
Slick sends with their mags has tabs that need to be cut
off so that there is no material under the blocks that hold
the mag housing down. Eventually, 450 hours for me,
they loosen up and my right mag was 15 degrees off. I
could turn the mag with my hand. The owner of Air Dakota ag spray business, JB, gave us a truck to drive into
town. I laughed because it was nicer and newer than my
own work truck.
On day three we had hopes of minimum VFR by
afternoon. At 11:30 the crop duster left. I gassed up,
threw on the master, it’s already on. Dammit, dead battery. Mike bails me out again.
While the battery charges we go down and look at
his Long-Eze. He built it for JB and then bought it back.
He is still working on getting his ticket. The plane is of
award quality and has only 35 hours in it’s 15 year life.
The battery now cranks the prop half a turn. Mike gets
in and I hand prop N3773 to life.
It’s past noon now. We have to get some miles behind us. This is a day to burn some fuel and get ahead of
the weather. As we head west the ceiling keeps rising
Page 8
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and we get up to 10,000’. We buy fuel in Riverton, just
east of the Tetons. They tell me a Tomahawk just flew
down from Jackson Hole. All I can see up there looks
like clouds. I decide to fly south and around the foothills.
It’s nice to have enough cruise speed to take the longer
safer ways sometimes.
A commercial airliner relays some of my radio transmissions to Salt Lake, pretty cool, never done that before. By Boise the ceilings are down to 7500’. I am tired
of hearing “some mountain obscurement, VFR not recommended” from flight watch. We pick our way through
the Wallowas, avoiding ridges, obscured mountains, and
rain showers. OAT drops to 30 degrees. You know, even
with clear skies there isn’t a damn place down there to
land. We find Burns, thanks to the GPS. Redmond has
clear skies. Hood River is holding the sky up so we can
sneak up the gorge.
It is sunset. The gorge looks like a model train set,
each town all lit up. The clouds are at 2,500’ and glowing golden. It’s been a long day. We’ve flown over 1,400
miles, sidestepping the Tetons, dodging the Wallowas, to
end it with a 60 mile straight in to 25 at TTD.
Kevin & Ellen
RV-6A, N3773

Firewall Insulation -- Part Two
By Randall Henderson

A

fter my tip a couple of months ago about making
templates for firewall insulation, several people
asked me for details, such as what kind of insulation I
used and where I got it. I used "Uniroyal Charcoal" foam
soundproofing insulation, purchased from Aircraft
Spruce and Specialty, P/N 09-17576. It's 1/2" thick
closed cell foam, weighing 1.4oz/sq ft. They carry several types but I picked this one because it looked to be
the lightest. Look in the ACS index under
"soundproofing".
After I bought this stuff I had a look at what Van's is
selling, a shredded cloth fiber material with foil backing
on both sides. I bought some of that, thinking maybe I'd
rather use something that's foil-backed. But before using
it I tried flame tests on both products, and found the foil
back stuff to be only marginally flameproof (based on
my tests I'm a little skeptical of the manufacturer's claim
(Continued on page 9)
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of FAA approval) while I could heat the foam stuff up
cherry red with the torch but once removed it wouldn't
hold a flame. The foam stuff ended up being lighter as
well, so I stuck with that.
I'm not necessarily recommending one over the
other -- it still seems to me that foil backing is a good
feature, and who knows how much toxic stink either one
will give off (I didn't test for that). At any rate, analretentive types (like me) can look up the FAR, part
23.853, to see the criteria for flammability — it's acceptable if it flames but only up to a certain rate, and must
self-extinguish within a specified period of time.
Of course there's no rule that says you have to use
insulation at all (or that it has to be FAA approved in our
homebuilts). Some people opt to leave it out, save the
weight, and get a good set of headsets! My experience
however is that even with good headsets, if you don't insulate the firewall, the sound and vibration gets in
through your bones, and tends to contribute to fatigue,
especially on long trips.

July 1999
There are a number of sources for sound/heat insulation, and you can get more technical with it than I did,
with tape around the edges, different thicknesses for different areas, etc. Also I discovered (after I did mine) that
some suppliers provide firewall templates for the RV-6
and others. Several of these suppliers provide handbooks
and other information, so if you want to find out more I
suggest checking the following sources:
•
•
•

•

Aircraft Spruce & Specialty — 800-824-1930
(look in the index under "soundproofing)
Unlimited Quality Products — 800-528-8219
GBI (George & Becki Orndorff) — they sell insulation and pre-made templates — 817-439-3280 www.
cybrsuites.com/gbi
Super Soundproofing Co. — 760-749-7049 www.
soundproofing.org
...Randall

1/1/2000
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Classifieds are free to Home Wing members. Ads will run for three
months. Send to editor by e-mail or mail. Renewals ok, just let editor
know. Date at end of the ad is last month ad scheduled to run.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 1/2 ownership in an RV-6, 160 hp O-320,
825 TTAF&PP, New top end from EC, Hartzell C/S
prop., IIMorrow GX-65 GPS-COM, Exlt paint-hangar
baby, Electric flaps and aleron trim, $27,500 call Larry
@ (503) 655-9236 8/99
RV-6/6A Kit – Includes empennage, wing, fuselage,
and finish kits and has Phlogistan spar. Vintage 1986,
non-prepunched version. $6,000 complete. call Harmon
Lange at 503-397-1478, 9/99
RV-4 tail and wing kits - Tail completed by A/P.
Widow needs to sell. Kit is an early one, in good shape.
Wings not started. $1500. Contact Don Wentz at 503696-7185 or don.wentz@intel.com, 10/99
RV6/6A Empennage – Completely assembled and corrosion-proofed. Excellent workmanship. $1,000. Mike
Graves, 503-356-1923, 10/99
Misc For Sale:
• Warnke prop for 150 hp RV. 3/8 bolts, extension
and spinner w/plates. Used approx 200 hours, $500.
• Mini (1") vacuum gauge, new, $40.
• RV-4 cowl, small scoop, new, vintage early 90's,
make offer.
Contact Dennis Jackson at 503-720-2704 or e-mail
denny@tms-usa.com 7/99
Mixture Cable for sale – This is a custom length ACSA800, similar to Van's "CT RED VMIXTURE" but different length and throw. Specs are as follows: Red
(vernier) knob 58" long from nut hub at cockpit end to
end of cable at carb end, 1 5/8" throw, threaded sleeve
at 51 1/2", P/O cover, 10-32 end, similar to Van's "CT
RED VMIXTURE" but different length and throw.
NOTE: The throw on this cable is set up for the MA4-5
carb with the SHORT mixture control arm, which is
NOT standard on the carburetors that come on Van's O360-A1A, but may be used on this carb or other versions of it. If you think you might want this cable, be
sure to measure the throw on your carb. Contact Randall Henderson, (503) 297-5045 randall@edt.com, 7/99
Steel Empennage Jig Crossmember – Available for
loan. Call Aden Rich, 360-636-6074, 7/99
For Sale –
• O-320 brand new cylinder assembly, chrome with
valves installed, wide deck. Paid $750, sell for $350
obo.
• RV-4 throttle quadrant with mixture & throttle cables, make offer.
• Avery 2X rivet gun with $120 in rivet sets etc.
• Avery microstop countersink, bits other misc. tools,
$150 obo.
• Magnetos – 1 Slick 4250R, new. 1 good used Ben-
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dix S4LN-204, make offer.
Lycoming geardrive starter, new, 144 tooth, make
offer.
Contact Butch Walters, 360-636-2483 or
arvnwco@kalama.com, 8/99
RV-6 Fuselage Jig – I believe mine is the fourth or fifth
on this jig. I got it from Steve White and he told me that
Carl Hay used it. Located in Gresham, contact Bob Boring at 503-661 7627, 10/99
Whelen Light Kit – For sale or trade Whelen Lighting
System, Van’s p/n LNSYS6 wingtip power supplies version, list $713.99, sell ? Would like to sell or trade for p/
n LNSYS6 with central power supply and tail light/
strobe. Contact Brent Anderson 503-598-6132 days,
503-646-6380 eves., brenta@pcez.com, 10/99
Hangar at 1S4 – Looking for a hangar on a temporary
bases at a local airport? Call 503-645-1946 and asked
for Mike Billiar, e-mail: your6a@aol.com, 7/99
Flightcom 4OX Headsets, 2 pair – Used about 10 hrs,
$120 for both sets, includes carry case. Bill Christner,
503-829-2856, 10/99
Duckworks Landing Lights - Retro-fittable, light, easy
installation. Kits start at $69, discount for Home Wingers. Don Wentz, 503-696-7185
BuildersBookstore - Books and videos specifically for
the RV builder and pilot. Call or write for a FREE catalog; (970) 887-2207, PO Box 270, Tabernash, CO
80478. Or see our web page at www.buildersbooks.com
Featured item: 18 YEARS OF THE RV-ATOR is now
available. New additions all the time!
BACK ISSUES are available at $2.00 each including
postage. Limited availability, contact newsletter editor.
•

WANTED
Wanted – RV6A Fuselage jig. Would like to borrow if
possible. Pat Hammell Cornelius, OR 503-640-9414 H,
503-532-0962 W, Patrick.Hammell@nike.com (6/99)

Use ‘em!
I’d like to encourage all you members to take advantage of the classified section. Since it’s free why not take
a stab at unloading that unused airplane stuff. Besides,
it’s kind of interesting to look at all the odds ‘n ends for
sale.
Please note that the date at the end of each ad is the
expiration date. They run for three months and then are
dropped unless you want them renewed by notifying me.
...Randy
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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The Tool Exchange
The Home Wing owns a selection of tools for use by
its members. The Toolmeister is Brent Ohlgren, 503288-8197. Call either Brent or the member who has the
tools to arrange use. Please remember to ALWAYS let
Brent know where these tools are.

Other benevolent members also have tools they may
be willing to loan. Let the editor know if you have jigs,
tools, shop space, etc. to loan, exchange, or otherwise
provide — at NO COST — or if you are looking for
something specific to borrow. And whether your item is
listed here or not, go ahead and bring it to the meeting.

Item

Item

Owner/lender

HVLP paint sprayer

Custom cutting wheel mandrel
(for cutting your canopy)

Stan VanGrunsven

Prop tach (calibrate your tach)
Engine stand

Butch Walters
Don Wentz

Hole template for instrument panel
Wire crimping tool & die
Brake lining rivet set
Tune-up & annual kit (compression checker, mag timing light, timing dial,
mag adjustment tool, plug gapper, high voltage cable tester, and plug vibrator cleaner.

Missing Tools
Kevin Lane reports that the mag synchronizer and the
TDC tool are missing.

Phone / e-mail

360-636-2483
503-696-7185

Engine hoist
Norm Rainey
Surveyor's transit level (handy way Bill Kenny
to level wing and fuselage jigs

360-256-6192
503-590-8011

Back riveting contraption (large, Bob Neuner
counterweighted bucking bar and
suspension system and offset back
rivet sets

503-771-6361

Lead crucible (for melting lead for Doug Stenger
elevator counterweights)

503-324-6993

Table saw taper jib (for tapering Carl Weston
wing spar flange strips)

503-649-8830

48" pan break located at hanger Kevin Lane
PLS D-10 at Troutdale if an RV
builder needs some metal bent.

503-233-1818

Whoever has them please call Brent
at 503-288-8197

Home Wing Newsletter Subscription/Renewal
Please fill out and mail to Randy Lervold, 5228 NW 14th Circle, Camas, WA 98607, along with $10 for renewals
or new subscriptions. Please make checks payable to either Randy Lervold or Home Wing. If you are renewing you
only need to give your name, date, payment method, and any other information that has changed. Use this form for address changes too!
Name:

Spouse:

Address:

Home phone:

City, State, Zip:

Work phone:
E-Mail:

Project:
RV-3
RV-4
RV-6
RV-6A
RV-8
RV-8A

Status:

o
o
o
o
o
o

Empennage
Wings
Fuselage
Finish kit

Home Wing – Van’s Air Force

Flying

o
o
o
o
o

Payment:
Check:
Cash:
Info change only:

Newsletter

o
o
o

Distribution:

Mail
E-mail (pdf)

o
o
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Randy Lervold, Editor
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Camas WA 98607

Disclaimer: The Van’s Air Force Home Wing newsletter is in no way a publication of Van’s Aircraft or any other corporation. All products
reviewed or mentioned are not necessarily recommended for use by the Home Wing, but are included for informational purposes only. All
builders tips represent only the means by which the builder whose name is associated with the tip chose to build his/her aircraft. Builder’s
tips are not meant to replace the plans and instructions from Van’s Aircraft. All builder’s tips are presented only as a source of information
and a forum for exchange and the sharing of ideas and construction methods. NO responsibility or liability is assumed, expressed, or implied as to the suitability, accuracy, safety or approval thereof. Any party using the suggestions, ideas, or examples does so at their own risk
and discretion and without recourse against anyone. The editor of the Home Wing newsletter and the builder’s tips submitters are not responsible for any product or builder’s tips misuse, incorrect construction, or design failure, nor any other peril. Any material printed within
may be reprinted without permission, but please give credit to the original source and author. If the original source is not the Home Wing
newsletter, it is not necessary to credit the Home Wing newsletter, only the original source and author. The Home Wing newsletter is published more or less monthly. Subscriptions are $10/year. Complimentary issue for new builders upon request. Mail subscriptions, ideas,
tips, tricks, and articles to the newsletter editor.

Home Wing contacts:
Newsletter Editor & membership ............Randy Lervold 360-817-9091, 5228 NW 14th Circle, Camas WA 98607,
RandyLervold@csi.com
Meeting Coordinator ..............................Randall Henderson 503-297-5045
Fly-In Leader .........................................Don Wentz 503-543-2298
Official web site .....................................www.edt.com/homewing
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